In a frightening world where global terrorism is advancing and geopolitical unrest is
spreading, western civilization must wake up and establish a new world order… or face
terrifying consequences. Fortunately, there is a way to accomplish this goal…
Finding the ARK will transform our existence, both within and without.
For the past two decades, Canadian-Israeli research professor, Harry Moskoff has been in
search of the sacred ARK. Now, for the first time, Moskoff is sharing his findings as a
compelling, action-packed sci-fi movie that is based on his years of research as well as true
events.
The A.R.K. Report – Secret for the Century is an inspiring film that will broaden our
horizons, revealing the underlying dangers that the world faces unless we, as a society, soon
begin the search for true meaning, as represented by the ARK. Shot and directed in
stunning film-noir style by Shmuel Hoffman, this 30-minute feature/short is family friendly.
In a bleak future where the Naarym child army has crushed nearly the entire world, can
young Karmi help a secret government agency find the long-lost Ark and unlock the ancient
mysteries that can save humanity before it's too late?
The secret location of a most precious and powerful treasure is finally unearthed: a relic
which has sat silently, hidden from mankind for over 2,700 years. How far would you go to
attain it - knowing that in your hands it could possess the power to bring everlasting world
peace and bring a new age, but that in the wrong hands it could incite horrific warfare such
as the world has never known?
The A.R.K. Report mixes a stirring sci-fi storyline spanning generations, ancient symbols
and texts, as well as real-life interviews with today's most reputable authorities in
archaeology, law and politics. This timely intriguing feature film (short) exposes a novel
theory as to the approximate location of the Ark and the sometimes bizarre obstacles which
have prohibited serious exploration for years.
	
  
Discover for yourself why so many are feeling the intrigue in recovering this historical
treasure once and for all. Let The A.R.K. Report unveil how the ARK is so much more than
a perpetual curiosity, and how it just might play a crucial role in determining the fate of
mankind.
The European screening and Premiere/Debut of The A.R.K. Report is scheduled to be at
the international Monte Carlo Film Festival (MCFF) during May 2013 in Monaco.
For more information on the TV pilot, publicity and/or distribution inquiries, or to schedule an
exclusive interview with the producer, Harry Moskoff, please email us at
info@arkreportfilm.com.
Learn more at www.arkreportfilm.com

